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Abstract: Previous work showed that pulse-laser irradiation can strengthen metal multilayer thin films through intermetallic formation and the degree of strengthening is a function of laser pulse energy. In this work, the effect of individual layer thickness ($\lambda$) and total multilayer thickness ($\lambda$) on the resulting microstructure and mechanical strength of laser-treated Ti/Ni multilayers was further investigated. Experiments were carried out on four $\lambda/h$ combinations using individual layer thickness of 20nm and 50nm, and total multilayer thickness of 500nm and 1µm, respectively. Obvious intermetallic strengthening was observed in the 500nm thick multilayers, especially with the 20nm layer thickness, but not in the 1µm thick multilayers. Further, the multilayer surface morphology after laser treatment was observed to be dominated by competition between laser-induced optical interference and thermal melting, with the former leading to ripple or cross-hatched patterns and the latter leading to melted surfaces with pores and cracks.
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0 Introduction

Laser treatment has attracted renewed attention for various types of materials. For example, laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) on metals\cite{1-3}, semiconductors\cite{4-6}, and dielectrics\cite{7,8} have been extensively studied and found potential applications in Micro/Nano-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS/NEMS)\cite{9,10}. Nanoscale laser processing and micromachining of polymers\cite{11} and biomaterials\cite{12,13} have been developed for electronic, optical and sensing applications. In addition, laser treatment has been applied to metal alloys\cite{14,15} to improve the surface mechanical integrity such as hardness\cite{16}, fatigue strength\cite{17}, wear\cite{18} and corrosion resistances, via modification of phase composition and chemical state of the irradiated surfaces\cite{20,21}. In contrast to bulk heat treatment, laser surface treatment is able to enhance surface properties while limiting the microstructure modification within a confined depth due to the short interaction time involved.
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Nanoscale metallic multilayer thin films have been widely studied due to their superior functional (e.g., electric, magnetic and optical) as well as mechanical properties compared to their monolithic counterparts. To our knowledge, our recent work was the first to demonstrate that when combined with laser surface treatment, mechanical properties of metal multilayers can be further enhanced due to a nanoscale intermixed coating formed on top of the surface. This laser-treated multilayer has potential applications in various fields. For example, laser-treated multilayers with enhanced surface mechanical and tribological properties may be applied in electro-mechanical systems such as DC motors; laser-induced ultra-thin oxide protective coatings can be used for biological/medical devices and act as diffusion barriers for corrosion resistance; laser-induced patterned surfaces have applications in MEMS, semiconductor and photovoltaic industry, and superhydrophobic material systems. Additionally, laser treatment on multilayer thin films can be a quick and convenient approach to obtain alloys or intermetallics which can significantly improve material magnetic and mechanical properties.

Laser-induced microstructural evolution and functional property improvement of multilayer films can be significantly dependent on laser beam parameters, treatment environment, and characteristics of the materials. In our previous work, we studied the effect of laser pulse energy on microstructure evolution and surface strengthening of Ti/Ni multilayer thin films. In this work, we will focus on the thickness effect on pulsed-laser treated Ti/Ni multilayer thin films including the effect from both individual layer thickness (λ) and total multilayer thickness (h) in order to have a better fundamental understanding of laser-induced surface strengthening of nanoscaled multilayer thin films.

1 Experimental details

Ti/Ni multilayer thin films were deposited on Si (100) substrates by a dual DC magnetron sputtering system (Orion-5-UHV from AJA International, Inc., MA). The Si substrates were cleaned by standard RCA cleaning and dipped in deionized water before deposition. Ti and Ni targets with 99.995% purity were used as sputtering source. The deposition was conducted in an Ar partial pressure of 5 × 10⁻² mbar and DC power of 100 W for both Ti and Ni. with Ti deposited as the first layer and ending with Ni on the outermost top surface. The sputtering time of each layer was controlled to obtain the same layer thickness for both Ti and Ni. In this work, films with two individual layer thicknesses, 20 nm and 50 nm, and two total multilayer thicknesses, 1 μm and 500 nm, were deposited. Thus a total of 4 λ/h combinations were studied: 20 nm/500 nm, 20 nm/1 μm, 50 nm/500 nm, and 50 nm/1 μm.

The aforedeposited Ti/Ni multilayer thin films were subsequently irradiated using the same method as reported in our previous work. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the laser treatment setup and some representative surface morphologies of the treated Ti/Ni multilayer film from optical microscopy (OM), scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) and scanning probe microscopy (SPM). The Nd:YAG laser (Leopard SS-5, Continuum, Santa Clara, CA) was operated with 120 picosecond (ps) pulse duration and 1064 nm wavelength. For the experiment in this work, the pulse energy was controlled from 25 mJ to 125 mJ, adjusted by the optical attenuator consisting of a half-wave plate and a linear polarizer. All film surfaces were treated with 50 successive pulses at a repetition rate of 5 Hz. The linearly polarized laser beam was focused to a 3 mm nominal diameter spot on the sample surface. In order to avoid excessive energy loss due to the high surface reflectivity, the sample was tilted to produce an incident angle of 67.5°, which resulted in an elliptical footprint on the sample surface with the short axis still being 3 mm.
Detailed microstructure characterization was obtained using SEM (Sirion XL30, FEI) for surface and cross-sectional morphological evolution, and X-ray diffraction (XRD) (D8 Discover, Bruker) with Cu Kα radiation source and scan step of 0.06°/s for crystallinity and chemical state change.

Hardness was obtained by performing nanoindentation on the surface of both as-deposited and laser-treated Ti/Ni multilayer films. A Ubi̇l nanomechanical test instrument (Hysitron, Inc., MN) with a Berkovich indenter tip was utilized to apply indents. Before and after indentation, an in-situ SPM imaging option was used to scan the surface and ascertain the indent quality. During indentation, a trapezoidal load function was applied with a 10s loading, 5s hold at maximum load, and 10s unloading. The resulting load-contact depth curve was then analyzed following a standard Oliver and Pharr method to obtain the hardness results. For rough surfaces observed after high pulse-energy treatment, manual polishing was carried out before nanoindentation by using 0.3μm alumina slurry for about 30 seconds to remove a few nanometers of the rough asperities.

2 Results and discussions

2.1 Layer thickness effect on microstructural evolution

Previous study on the 20nm/500nm (λ/h) Ti/Ni multilayer thin films showed that laser pulse energy can have significant effect on the morphological evolution of laser treated multilayers. With increasing pulse-energy, the cross-section morphology changes from a multilayered structure to a partially intermixed, then fully intermixed structure, and the surface morphology changes from a homogeneous grain structure to non-uniformly mixed surface structure with grains, ripples and lightly melted surface, then to a rough and heavily melted surface covered with voids and cracks. In the current work, the microstructural evolution of the 20nm/500nm and 50nm/500nm multilayers are compared in order to reveal the layer thickness effect.

Fig. 2 shows a side-by-side comparison of the cross-sectional morphology evolution of the 20nm/500nm and 50nm/500nm multilayers. The as-deposited samples both show clear layered structure with the darker layer being Ti and lighter layer Ni. After treatment with 50mJ laser energy, a thin (∼50nm) and smooth intermixed layer was formed on the top of the multilayered film in the λ=20nm
case, while a thick (~100nm) and rough intermixed layer was observed in the λ=50nm case. After treatment with 75mJ, in the 20nm case, the intermixed layer becomes thicker (~100nm) and still uniformly overlays the multilayer surface while a fully intermixed structure was observed in the 50nm case. If the pulse-energy is increased to a higher level, similar fully intermixed structure will also be observed in the 20nm case, e.g. 100mJ and 125mJ[30].
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Fig. 2 Cross-sectional SEM images of non-treated and laser-treated 500nm thick Ti/Ni multilayer films with layer thickness of 20nm and 50nm, respectively

Fig. 3 shows the corresponding surface morphology evolution of the laser-treated 20nm/500nm and 50nm/500nm multilayers. The as-deposited samples both show a smooth surface with homogeneous grain distribution with grain size around 25nm. In the λ=20nm case, vertical ripples with a spacing around 250nm were observed on top of the grain surface when treated at 50mJ, and 45° ripples with a spacing around 700nm were observed when treated at 75mJ. These periodic ripple structures are indistinct and randomly distributed on the surfaces, which remain smooth or relatively smooth after laser treatment. After treatment with 100mJ pulse-energy, a rough and melted surface structure was observed. In the λ=50nm case, treatments with 50mJ and 75mJ pulse energy both led to rough and melted surfaces without any ripples. However, at a lower energy of 25mJ, a uniformly distributed vertical ripple structure with ripple spacing on the order of 100nm was observed. This new feature is likely a superposition between a LIPSS from the optical interference and a lightly melted surface as seen from the inset of the 25mJ treated image. It is interesting to note that three different types of ripples were observed with the same laser beam parameters.

Both cross-section and surface SEM images demonstrate significant layer thickness effect on the morphological evolution. Further investigation of layer-thickness dependent phase composition and chemical state after laser treatment was carried out using XRD. Fig. 4 shows XRD patterns before and after laser treatment for the 500nm thick films with λ=20nm and λ=50nm, respectively. Both as-deposited films show similar crystallinity: HCP Ti (100) structure and FCC Ni (111) structure. After treatment with 50mJ, a similar XRD pattern was observed in the 20nm case, indicating no obvious phase modification, while in the 50nm case the Ti peak almost disappeared and a tiny Ti-Ni intermetallic peak NiTi5(400) was detected. The intermetallic peak becomes increasingly more intense at higher pulse-energy, and meanwhile more Ti-Ni intermetallic phases were detected. For the 20nm case, the intermetallic peak was first detected at 75mJ, which is higher than that in the 50nm case. The intermetallic peaks also become more intense at higher pulse-energy. For both the 20nm and
50nm cases, the Ti-Ni intermetallic evolution behavior is similar: intermetallic phase initially precipitates with a certain pulse-energy, with more precipitation and phases at higher pulse-energy. However, for the two different λ values, the Ti-Ni intermetallic phases are formed at different energies, indicating an important role played by the individual layer thickness. When the individual layer is thick, diffused Ni atoms could be surrounded by more Ti atoms, leading to the formation of intermetallic phase with higher Ti fraction, such as NiTi₅ in the 50nm case. When the individual layer is thin, full intermixing could occur more easily, promoting the formation of NiTi and Ni₃Ti₅, as in the 20nm case. Only a weak NiTi intermetallic peak was detected in a previously reported work with individual layer thickness of 16nm². In addition, a TiO₂ phase was detected in the 50nm case. This oxide peak appeared after treatment with 75mJ and became more intense at higher pulse energy.

2.2 Total film thickness effect on microstructural evolution

In addition to individual layer thickness, total film thickness (h) can also play an important role in the laser-treated multilayer microstructure evolution. In previous work, for example, laser-induced periodic surface structures were observed to have different spacing on irradiated surfaces for samples with different total film thickness. In this work, different cross-section and surface morphologies have been observed in samples with different h. Fig. 5 shows the SEM morphology images after laser treatment with 50mJ and 75mJ on both the 500nm and 1μm thick films with λ=20nm and λ=50nm, respectively. From examination of the cross-sectional morphology, the 1μm film shows a thin and smooth intermixed structure uniformly distributed within the top layers of the multilayer. In
comparison, the 500nm film develops a thick and rough intermixed layer. Furthermore, even thicker intermixing can be observed in samples with $\lambda = 50$nm. The comparison of cross-sectional morphologies from all four cases indicates that more energy can be accumulated near surface with a larger $\lambda/k$ ratio, which is also confirmed by the corresponding surface morphologies. With laser treatment after 75mJ, for example, the 50nm/500nm films showed a massively melted surface covered by bubbles, voids and cracks, the 20nm/500nm films displayed a mixed surface morphology with indistinct 45 ripples and locally melted surface, while the two 1\mu m films exhibited a uniformly distributed cross-hatched patterned structure. In the current study, the cross-hatched patterns can be observed in the 1\mu m films even after treatment with pulse-energy as high as 125mJ, indicating that a wide range of pulse-energies could be used to obtain the periodic structure for thick films. In addition, in the 1\mu m thick films, the individual layer thickness effect on the cross-section and surface morphologies is not as significant as in the 500nm thick films. That is, for the 1\mu m films, the uniformly distributed intermixed layer and distinct cross-hatched surface pattern can be observed in both the 20nm and 50nm cases. Although not included here, the laser-treated 1\mu m thick Ti/Ni multilayers showed very similar XRD spectra to the non-treated samples, indicating that the accumulated energy in the intermixed layer is probably not sufficient to introduce any crystallinity or chemical state modification.
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**Fig. 5** Cross-section and surface SEM morphologies for 50mJ and 75mJ treated 500nm and 1\mu m thick Ti/Ni multilayer films with layer thicknesses of 20nm and 50nm, respectively

### 2.3 Hardness characterization

For films characterized in this work, the hardness was obtained following the same protocol as used in the previously work\[^{[6]}\]. The indentation depth was all controlled below 30% of the total film thickness, and the hardness was averaged within the constant hardness vs contact depth range. Fig. 6 shows the hardness as a function of pulse-energy for all four sets of Ti/Ni multilayer thin films. The as-deposited Ti/Ni multilayers have hardness values around 5.8GPa for $\lambda = 20$nm and 5.4GPa for $\lambda =
50nm. In the 20nm/500nm case, no obvious hardness change is observed after laser treatment with 50mJ, while significant hardening is observed at higher pulse-energy in both unpolished and polished samples as shown in Fig. 6(a). For example, an estimated 25% hardness increase was measured after laser treatment with 100mJ. In the 50nm/500nm case, the surface was too rough to apply indentation after high energy treatment. Careful polishing was carried out to obtain locally smooth area for indentation. As shown in Fig. 6(b), polished samples displayed hardening after treatment with pulse-energy higher than 25mJ, although the increase is not as significant (around 5% after 50mJ treatment) as that in the 20nm/500nm case. For the 1μm thick films, since the treated surface was relatively smooth, polishing was not necessary. Different from the 500nm thick films, the 1μm thick films showed little hardness change after laser treatment from 25mJ to 100mJ, regardless of the layer thickness (20nm or 50nm). Note that the small hardness difference between polished and unpolished data in Fig. 6(a) could be due to polishing induced hardening. However, this effect is not dominant and the trend of hardness evolution with increasing pulse energy is still clear.

Fig. 6 Hardness as a function of laser pulse energy for both non-treated and laser-treated 500nm and 1μm thick Ti/Ni multilayer films with layer thickness of 20nm and 50nm, respectively.

2.4 Discussions

Significant thickness effects were observed in the microstructural and mechanical properties for laser-treated Ti/Ni multilayer thin films. The observed effects are likely resulted from the different thermal energy distribution in the multilayers. After a single pulse, ultrahigh temperature is generated on the irradiated surface, and the resulting thermal wave propagates toward the substrate, while a significant amount of thermal energy is still confined near the surface region. With successive pulses, energy continues to accumulate in this area, promoting the formation of an intermixed layer. Meanwhile, for multilayers, interface reactions play an important role in thermal energy dissipation.
via interdiffusion, intermixing and intermetallic formation\cite{28, 29}. Films with thin layers and a larger number of interfaces dissipate more energy, resulting in less energy accumulation in the intermixed region. For thick films, the longer heat conduction distance and increased number of interfaces left even less energy near the surface. Consequently, tailoring the thickness of metallic multilayer thin films can be a powerful means in the functionalization of laser-treated material systems in desired applications.

Applying these postulations, we attempt to discuss the intermixed layer formation and the surface strengthening of laser-treated multilayers. For the 1μm thick films, thermal energy is conducted deep into the multilayer stack, leaving insufficient energy near the surface, thus the formation of a smooth, thin intermixed layer. For the 500nm thick films, the intermixed layer is thicker due to more energy confined near the surface. Intermetallic precipitation is the main factor for improving surface strength, but it does require a critical energy to initiate. There are a larger number of interfaces in films with λ = 20nm, and more energy is consequently absorbed along the interfaces, leading to less accumulated energy in the intermixed layer. As a result, higher pulse-energy is required to initiate the intermetallic formation. This explains why the intermetallic phase appears after laser treatment with 75mJ in the 20nm/500nm multilayers, while at 50mJ in the 50nm/500nm case. For the 1μm thick films, the pulse energy applied in this study appears to be too low to initiate intermetallic formation and subsequent strengthening.

For the surface morphology in laser-treated multilayers, available literature attributed the periodic surface structure to the interference between the incident beam and the scattered beam on the sample surface\cite{30}. The competition between this optical interference and the net thermal energy seems to dictate the formation of the LIPSS or the melted surface. For the 1μm thick films, as thermal conduction carries much of the energy deep into the film, less energy remains on the surface, promoting LIPSS formation for a wide range of pulse-energies. In contrast, for the 500nm films, high energy and temperature resulted on the surface leads to a rougher and more melted morphology. Low thermal energy on the surface could be the key to form LIPSS, and it is well accepted that the period Δ and orientation of the ripples depend on the wavelength λ, the incident angle θ and the polarization of the laser beam\cite{31}. For example, after p-polarized laser beam treatment, ripple structure with orientation parallel to polarization (vertical in the current case) can be observed with a period calculated by $Δ = \frac{λ}{\cos θ}$. However, none of the ripples observed in this work agree with the prediction from the classic theory, indicating the properties of the multilayer films play a role in the LIPSS formation in addition to the properties of the incident laser beam. A similar phenomenon was also observed in other works related to laser-treated multilayer films\cite{32}, and further research into LIPSS on multilayers is required.

The surface oxidation observed in the 50nm/500nm films is likely from (1) surface segregation of Ti and formation of TiO2 due to its affinity to oxygen, and (2) laser-induced ablation of the Ni layer and thermal driven Ni atomic diffusions. The TiO2 phase was detected only in the 50nm/500nm case after treatment with 75mJ. In the 20nm/500nm case, most of the Ti material likely reacts with Ni to form the Ti-Ni alloy before exposure on the surface. In the 1μm thick films, the accumulated thermal energy on the film surface is relatively low and as a result, less Ni material is ablated and diffused, resulting in less Ti exposure.

3 Conclusion

Both film thickness and layer thickness play important roles in the microstructural and mechanical
properties of laser-treated Ti/Ni multilayer thin films. The following summarizes the main findings of this work:

(1) For thick films (t = 1μm), distinct cross-hatched patterns were observed on the surface and a thin, smooth intermixed layer uniformly overlaid the multilayers under a wide range of pulse-energy treatments.

(2) For thin films (t = 500nm), an indistinct ripple structure on the surface and uniform intermixing on the cross-section were observed under low pulse-energy treatment, while a massively melted surface and rough, non-uniform intermixed cross-section were observed under high pulse-energy treatment.

(3) Surface morphology results from the competition between optical interference and thermal melting. Periodic surface structures can be observed in thick films as well as in thin films with low pulse-energy due to less thermal energy accumulated on the surface, while melted surfaces were observed on the surface in thin films with high pulse-energy, especially for films with thick layers (λ = 50nm).

(4) Surface strengthening occurs due to the precipitation of Ti-Ni intermetallics. Without intermetallic formation in thick films, no obvious hardness change is observed even with the intermixed layer. An obvious strengthening is achieved in thin films, especially in films with smaller layer thickness (λ=20nm) due to more intermetallic precipitation at the interfaces.

(5) Formation of the intermetallics requires a critical energy. In thick films, long heat conduction distance and a large number of interfaces lead to insufficient energy near the surface to initiate intermetallic formation. In thin films, for a given layer thickness, a critical pulse-energy is required to introduce the intermetallic phase and subsequent strengthening.
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